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Video: Commemorating the Ottawa Freedom
Convoy. “Something is Wrong, Why All Those Lies”.
Justin Trudeau Accused Them of “Violence” and
“Racism”.
A Federal Court Judge has ruled that the Trudeau government
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Introduction

We are commemorating an important event in Canadian History which has a bearing on the
legitimacy  of  the  Covid-19  “Vaccine”  imposed  on  Canadians,  in  derogation  of  our
fundamental human rights. 

In  recent  developments  (January  23,  2024),  a  Federal  Court  Judge has  ruled  that  the
Trudeau government “unconstitutionally and unjustifiably” invoked the Emergencies Act in
February  2022  as  a  pretext  and  a  justification  to  repress  the  Canadian  Truckers  Ottawa
protest  movement  against  the  Liberal  government’s  illegal  imposition  of  its  COVID-19
vaccine mandates. 

The Trudeau government has announced that it will appeal the Federal Court Judgment.

It is important that Canadians across the land, reveal the evidence regarding the Covid-19
Vaccine. 

While the Federal Court pointed to the violation of several clauses of the Canadian Charter
of Rights and Freedoms, it  is now established that what we are dealing with far more
serious. Amply documented the Covid-19 Vaccine has resulted in an upward trend in excess
mortality. 
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The Covid Jab is not only “experimental”, it’s a Big Pharma “killer vaccine” which modifies
the human genome. 

Peer  reviewed reports  confirm the causes of  vaccine related deaths and “adverse events”
(injuries) including among others blood clots, thrombosis, myocarditis, cardiac arrests.

Moreover  Pfizer’s “Confidential  Report” released under Freedom of Information in October
2021 provides data on deaths and adverse events recorded by Pfizer.

Pfizer’s  “Secret”  Report  on  the  Covid  Vaccine.  Beyond  Manslaughter.  The  Evidence  is
Overwhelming.  The  Vaccine  Should  Be  Immediately  Withdrawn  Worldwide

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, January 23, 2024

 

The Covid “Killer Vaccine”. People Are Dying All Over the World. It’s A Criminal Undertaking

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, January 23, 2024

The  evidence  amply  confirms  that  the  Pfizer-BioNtech  mRNA  vaccine  is  a  dangerous
substance,  resulting  in  deaths  and  adverse  events.  It  come’s  from  the  Horse’s  Mouth.  

Let us recall what happened in early February 2022. 

Jean François Girard’s incisive and carefully documented Global Research Video (February 9,
2022) produced at the height of the Ottawa Protest Movement confirms that Prime Minister
Trudeau was “lying through his teeth”.  

Michel Chossudovsky, Global Research,  January 26, 2024 

 

***

Two years ago, On the 31st of January 2022, the prime minister of Canada, Justin Trudeau
addressed  the  nation  regarding  the  Freedom  Convoy  protest  movement  at  a  Press
Conference from an undisclosed location which was broadcast live: 

He portrayed the protesters as violent people, racists and more.

On the 2nd of February, he added another layer with a tweet. (Below, See this)
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Are the protesters really what he claims them to be?

I was there for four days with my camera, I never saw or witnessed anything close to what
he describes. 

Is it possible this is all made up? If it is, what is the purpose?
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